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Abstract:
In the present era the ever increasing price of fuel and the harmful effects caused due to higher level of pollutants in the atmosphere is the most growing scenario. For that reason, alternative fuels are used. The hybrid vehicle is the most closed option for the above two concern. The water hybrid vehicle uses an HHO (Oxy Hydrogen) generator to supply hydrogen on demand by Electrolysis. During the working of engine this reduces the effect of the emitted exhaust gas, and this also reduces the temperature of the engine, which is produced by the burning of ordinary fuel. Through the air filter of the engine the HHO gas is injected into the inlet manifold of the combustion chamber. Due to this the carbon deposition in the cylinder is minimized thereby it also improves the efficiency of the engine and the life span by increasing the changing period of engine oil.
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I. INTRODUCTION
By using the “Hydroxyl gas” as substitute in petrol engine we can save the precious and quick depleting non-renewable energy resources “petrol”. This project work executes a way to decrease the consumption of petrol by using hydroxyl gas with petrol engine.

The hydroxyl gas is produced from water hence it is simply producible and eco-friendly gas. Its main purpose is to run the engine and to achieve considerable improvement in its mileage than conventional. The unit devise break the water by the strategy called ‘electrolysis’ with the assistance of low measure of electric momentum to shape hydroxyl gas. In ignition chamber this hydroxyl gas is utilized as a part of a decent proportion in burning of fuel.

Hydrogen is a clean gas and it produces water vapour as the only product on combustion process. In IC motor the hydrogen expands the proficiency as well as diminish the impact of noxious gases like carbon mono-oxide, nitrogen oxide and so forth. As the ignition of non-renewable energy source has done because of the world is additionally influenced.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Renxu Niu et al. [1] says that Due to the large base and rapid increase of vehicle population over the world, the huge demand for fossil fuel and anxious for air pollution caused by vehicle exhaust turned into the most remarkable issues at present. Research and application on alternative fuel for internal combustion engines are drawing more attention.

Hydrogen has been treated as a privileged alternative fuel due to its properties burning rate, wide inflammability limit, and easy to be ignited. Considering the shortage of energy density and difficulties in storage, pure hydrogen is not suitable to be used in engines. However, blending small amount of hydrogen in gasoline engines turned out to be a favorable way to enhance the operation efficiency.

Blending hydrogen in gasoline engines can improves the burning rate of mixture and reduces the misfire rate, the mixture burns more sufficiently, thus more energy can be
released in a shorter period, causing a higher combustion temperature which signifies the enhancement on the conversion efficiency from energy to work in Otto cycle. What’s more, the lean-burn operation mode can be introduced which improves the thermal efficiency and reduces the burning rate simultaneously due to the leaner mixture.

Mangi Naveen Kumar et al. [2] says that Most of the IC motors Care running by using the air-fuel blend, because of these outflows from the motors is discharging more undesirable and UN combusted gases. It will influence human and additionally natural contamination. It will confine by sending the unadulterated oxygen into the motor barrel. The oxygen content noticeable all around is changed 21% to 27% by utilizing this measure of oxygen the ignition will occur. While remaining gases fumes from the motor at high temperatures and these are contaminating the earth by blending with air. Because of this CO2 content noticeable all around, expanding occasionally. The emanations depleted from the motors are diminished by limiting the nearness of undesirable gases into the motor chamber. It decides the unadulterated oxygen in the burning chamber will influences the total ignition by using alongside gas. By utilizing unadulterated oxygen in burning chamber power and torque of the motors are climbs; it is finished by expanding the measure of oxygen into the motor barrel.

This causes the emanations depleted from the burning chamber are decreased because of nonattendance of outstanding gases at the season of ignition. Additionally the total burning will happen in motor chamber. The mileage of the vehicle additionally improves by changing the oxygen-fuel proportion in the carburetor. The little change in the carburetor wills comes about, changes in vehicle mileage. It is finished by expanding the length of the fuel change screw. The expansion request of oxygen sum will cause changes in the execution parameters in the motor chamber. In this view we rolled out a few improvements in providing of oxygen into the motor barrel, by making the vacuum chamber.

Arinola B. Ajayi et al. [3] says that The capability of hydrogen gas as a vitality bearer is colossal, however it conveys less vitality than petroleum derivative by volume. Its general impact on the earth is negligible. Hydrogen is the littlest and the most rich component in the universe. It once in a while exists in unadulterated nature as hydrogen gas (H2) however in mixes, for example, hydrides and hydrocarbons. Hydrogen gas was first misleadingly created and formally portrayed by T. Von Hohenheim (1493 - 1541) through the blending of metals with solid acids. In 1671, Robert Boyle rediscovered and depicted the response between press fillings and weakened acids which brings about the creation of hydrogen gas. In 1766, Henry Cavendish was the first to perceive hydrogen gas as a discrete substance, by recognizing the gas from a metal-corrosive response as "flammable air" and further finding that the gas created water when copied noticeable all around. In 1783, Antoine Lavoisier, considered generally as the 'Father of Modern Chemistry", gave the component the name of hydrogen when (with Laplace) repeated the Cavendish test. One of the acclaimed early employments of hydrogen gas was for lifting in inflatables, and later in carriers. The hydrogen was gotten by responding sulfur corrosive and metallic iron. The acclaimed "Hindenburg" air calamity was credited to hydrogen gas yet examination did by NASA agent demonstrated something else. Hydrogen can be delivered mechanically by steam changing of petroleum gas. Hydrogen is for the most part delivered near where required. The vitality thickness per unit volume of hydrogen either in packed gas or as a fluid hydrogen is not as much as that of conventional fuel sources yet vitality thickness per unit fuel mass is higher however it is broadly trusted that Hydrogen will be the vitality bearer without bounds economy. Numerous lab and little scale generation of hydrogen gas has been endeavored. Erickson set up pathway for transforming coal determined methanol to create hydrogen. Analysts at National sustainable power source Laboratory are testing a few techniques for delivering hydrogen, for example, by aging, organic water part, photograph electrochemical water part, transformation of biomass and squanders, sun oriented warm water part and inexhaustible electrolysis. Aging is an innovation by changing over lignocellulosic biomass into sugar rich encourage stocks including hemicelluloses and cellulose that can be matured specifically to create hydrogen, ethanol, and different chemicals. Organic water part by photosynthetic microorganisms which produces hydrogen from water amid their metabolic exercises, the confinement distinguished is the restriction of oxygen affectability of the hydrogen developing catalyst frameworks. Another strategy being inquired about by NREL is Photo-electrochemical water part to deliver hydrogen by utilizing daylight to straightforwardly part water into hydrogen and oxygen, this is accepted to be the cleanest approach to create hydrogen however it is as yet an on going examination.

N.B.V.S.R. Karthik [4] says Hydrogen lobbyists advance hydrogen as potential fuel for intention control (counting autos and water crafts), the vitality needs of structures and compact hardware. Free hydrogen does not happen normally, and in this manner it must be produced by electrolysis of water or another strategy. Hydrogen is along these lines a vitality transporter (like power), not an essential vitality source (like coal). The utility of a hydrogen economy relies upon issues of vitality sourcing, including petroleum derivative utilize, environmental change, and maintainable vitality age.

Bambang Sudarmanta et al. [5] says that Hydrogen is one of the new and sustainable power source which has a calorific estimation of 120 MJ/kg. The vitality esteem is significantly more noteworthy than with gas, diesel or CNG gas fuel separately. One approach to get hydrogen is by electrolysis of water, a technique for isolating hydrogen and oxygen in water.
utilizing an electric flow. The gear utilized is called HHO gas generator, which comprises of dry and wet write. Electrolysis process at the HHO gas generator will isolate the iotas bond 2H2O into 2H2 and O2, which this gas is known as HHO gas or Brown's gas. HHO gas can be utilized as a fuel extender for gas, diesel or CNG gas to then be utilized as a part of inner and outside ignition motors. Albeit right now HHO gas just utilized as a fuel extender, yet later on with proceeding with inquire about, HHO gas is relied upon to principle vitality hotspot for Otto and Diesel motors. Aftereffects of burning from HHO gas extender in gas or diesel fuel can enhance motor execution and diminish contamination levels. HHO gas generator framework coordinate association can cause the temperature ascend in the generator until the point when it achieves 90 °C. This can cause the tube material HHO gas generators can not stand and will experience liquefying. In the event that the temperature keeps on rising, it will likewise decrease the nature of HHO gas in light of the fact that the gas delivered will be blended with water vapor. Research on the streamlining of HHO gas generators keep on being created to get the best HHO gas creation at temperatures underneath 70 °C.

Pavan Kumar K A et al. [6] says that Fuels prices are increasing steeply and number of vehicles on road are also increasing with population. In numerous spots of creating nations, similar to India, the vast majority of the vehicles are of old and still they have uncalled for motor settings or exhausted motor. It is very simple to indentify such vehicles, just by observing thick dark smoke leaving debilitate. Contamination is additionally one noteworthy concern these vehicles include carbon dioxide as well as they contain carbon monoxide because of uncalled for consuming of fuel, suspended carbon and hydrocarbon particles with other hurtful substance. This all settles in motor additionally diminishes proficiency and expanding thumping. The proposed technique can reduce fuel consumption, decrease pollution, clean engine & avoid carbon deposits in engine and increase in engine life. Many green alternatives are found by researchers, like electric cars, solar cars, hydrogen fuel cell cars, hybrid cars but in all of the above require totally new design and cannot be implement in existing vehicles. But in this proposed system just a supplement installations like you are doing for music system or vehicle security is enough. Installing oxyhydrogen (HHO) kit in your vehicle is easy and it can be added in existing vehicle without any problems and results are seen within short time. Considering the effect of environmental pollutions many new diseases are spreading in the world, one of the main reason for the environmental pollution is due to production of hydrocarbons such as carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2) as byproducts from the vehicles exhaust during the running condition, it will affect the environmental condition and also one of the main reason of the cause of green house effect. To reduce this pollution from the vehicles the HHO technique can be used, where the hydrogen produced from the HHO cell gets mixed with the gasoline/diesel in the combustion chamber. This mixture of hydrogen and gasoline/diesel helps in the complete combustion of the fuel in the combustion chamber and also helps to clean the engine parts and this increases the fuel savings up to 14-20%.

Mohamed M. EL-Kassaby et al. [7] says that an inclining worldwide worry, toward bringing down fuel utilization and discharges of interior burning motors, is spurring scientists to look for elective arrangements that would not require an emotional alteration in motors outline. Among such arrangements is utilizing H2 as an elective fuel to upgrade motor proficiency and create less contamination. This isn't attainable from a business point see; constructing a framework that creates H2 and coordinating it with the motor framework yield a costly assembling expense and effect the vehicle advertise cost.

Zhi Wang et al. [8] says that Knocking combustion internal combustion engines is a phenomenon of pressure oscillations coupled with chemical kinetics, which originates from auto-ignition . High speed optical diagnostics and advanced numerical simulations have been widely adopted to detected gas auto-ignition , intermediate combustion species, and pressure oscillations. It has been found that the in cylinder local pressure is extremely un even during the engine knocking process . Successive auto-starts lift the neighborhood weight abundance and shape weight waves. The weight waves proliferate and reflect from the chamber surfaces to produce weight motions, which likewise upgrade warm exchange because of the expanded convective warmth exchange related with weight wavering instigated streams.

Mithun Dabur et al. [9] says that the fuel utilization rate and the execution of vehicle are improve. Fuel utilization rate diminishes. CO drops a to a great degree high rate as for oxygen. Lower clamor and decreases vibration in the motor. Execution of motor and control of outflow. The convergence of outflow, for example, NOx, CO and HC gases has been decreases.

Ammar et al. [10] Says that the Brown's gas (HHO) has been as of late acquainted with the car business as another wellspring of vitality. The present work propose the plan of another gadget connected to the motor to include a HHO generation framework with the gas motor. Inevitably, the objectives of the incorporation of 20-30% diminishm ent in fuel utilization, bring down fumes temperature, and subsequently a decrease in contamination.

Aaditya et al. [11] Says that gas produced through electrolysis of water and after that utilized this gas in a bicycle as a fuel with gas by blending it with air. This outcomes the expanded mileage of bicycle. HYDROGEN CELL is utilized to deliver a small amount of energy for driving the bicycle.
Hydrogen is a perfect fuel which on burning produces water vapor as just item. The utilization of hydrogen in IC motors help increment its productivity as well as it lessens contamination and decrease the toxic gases like carbon dioxide, monoxide, nitrous oxide and so on.

Gaurav P. Rathod et al. [12 ] Says that HHO was created by the electrolysis procedure of various electrolytes with different anode plans in a sealed hydrogen generator. Hydrogen is a long haul inexhaustible recyclable and non-contaminating fuel. The setup comprises of single barrel four stroke motor associated with vortex current compose dynamometer for stacking.

III. CONCLUSION

- The point of the trial examination is, to make a legitimate blend of anode and cathode in an essentially worthy encompassing inside the fuel framework and to got an upgrade in ignition and lessening in deplete emanations with electrolysis response without the requirement for capacity tank. electrolyte are utilized to reduce oxygen and hydrogen bond. After the emanation investigation we arrive at the accompanying conclusion.Power and the Performance of engine is increases.
- Power and the Performance of motor is increments.
- Reduce the discharge of CO2 and furthermore decrease the contamination and other unsafe deposits that our fuel motor produces.
- The rate of fuel consumption decreases.
- Increase the mileage without engine modification.
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